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Free co~pvection b w  from mn infinite disk, when both the disk and the surrounding fluid rotate with the same 
velocity ;bout the same vertical ads baa been considered. The duk is maintained at an arisymmetric 
nonhniform temfiature distribution which oscillates about a steady nonzero mean. The temperature of the 
fluid at large distancefrom the disk is taken to be constant. The problem is formulated for small values of the 
reduced frequency whicu i s  the ratio of the frequency of oscillations of the temperature of the disk t o  the 
angular velocity of the fluid. The equations are integraed by Ka'rmah-Pohlhaubn method for a: fluid of Prandtl 
n{mber unity. The'solntion holds good when the Rossby number and the reduced &equency are of the same order. 
It has been seen by Srivastava & Bhattacharjd that if a disk rotates'with acondant angular velol 
city 8 about an axis perpendicular to its plane in a fluid which is rotating at i-ty with the same ang;lar 
velocity about the same axis and if the disk is maintained at an axispmetric nonuniform temperature dis- 
tribution with a minimum at the point of intersection of the disk with the axis (pole), then a special type of 
convection flow occurs. In this papm we have egteqded the above mentioned problem, when the axis- 
symmetric nonuniform temperature distribution of the disk performs oscqlations with frequency w about 
+ + +  
a steady.n~mero mean. U s i ~ g  Lighthill's2 technique we have written the velocity fi& V as 7 =. V, + ; 
-f 
"at and the temperafare distributipn as T = T8 4- -f- T' eiwt and retained oaly . the f is t  power of 
3 3 
for the fluctuating part of &ti velocity and the tenlperature field, where V6 , Vf , T6 and I' are independent 
of time. 
The steady flow has been discussed in detail in1. Using these solutions the fluctuating partyof the 
and the t e G e k a t ~ m  field has been obtaiaed for small values of the reduced frequency h-(= w/Q). 
,'v nations of motion have been integrated by Ka'npa'n-Pohlhausen method for a fluid of Prandtl number 
.unity and for small Rdssby number. It is seen that the solution holds good when h and the Rossby p, 
are of the same order. 
E Q U A T I O N S  O F  M O T I O N  
- 
Consider a disk, 2 = 0 , rotating with a constant angular velocity $2 about an axis p e r p e ~ & ~ ~ l ~ r  
to its plane and a viscous conducting fluid axng  the space z > 0 . The fluid at i a t y  is also rotating with 
a coastant angular velocity 8 in the same sense as the disk and about the same vertical axis.' Let a oylin- 
drical polar coordinate system ( r ,  8, Z) be k e d  in the rotating disk with the origin at the point of inter- 
sqGon oS the disk and.the axis of rotation, and with the axis p-knting vertically upwards. The && 
maintained at a temperature 
I &d the fluid at z = a, is maintained at a constant temperature T, where To is the constant temperature 
at the pole, T* is the mean temperature at r = (v/Q)** v is the kinematic coeBcient of viscocity 
and t is time..;. The point of intersection of the disk and the axis of rotation is named as pob. (p - T ~ )  
is very $mall so that Tw does not exceed T, in the region under consideration. 
Taking Boussinesq approximation for density variation and writing 
where P is the pressure in the fluid, d is the distance of a particle of fluid from the axis of rotation and pee  
ceeding in the same way as in1, the equations of8motion can be written as 
where u, v, w are veloOity components in the directions of r ,  0, z respectivel~ 
The equation of continuity is 
~e~ lht idg  thv TIWVIY .libsipation the Y Y a t i ~ n  for the temperature ie given by 
where K is the thermal diffisivity. 
The boundary conditions on the velocity compopents and the temperature are given by 
u = e = w = O  a t z = O ;  u + O ,  e + O a s z +  a, 
and 
r2Q 
T = To + (T* To) (1 + E cos w t )  - a t z = O  
v 
T+T,, a sz - f  a 
!' fi - *a% ** ' 
SinsiEarity Transformation 
In  view of the boundarv conditions (7) and (a), we assume the following similarity transformations 
where 6 = s (S;l/v)) and T = o t . Poll~wing (I-ighthill'sa method of'analysis, we write 
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!I!hus U, V ,  w and 1' are taken as 
where a prime denotes a differentiation with respect to I .  We assume the following form of the pressure p 
The functions Fo , Go, p,, , Po , x0 , and $, are real but the functions F1 , G1 , pl , P1 , x1 and are 
complex. 
The boundary conditions in terms of the new variables are 
Substituting these expressions for u, v, w, p and Tin the equatims (2) to (4) and in (6) and eliminating pres- 
sure terms from (2) and (4) we get the following equations (neglectillg squares and higher powers of a ). 
Po' = B 40, 
- A i F," + Fy + 2 [Po FT + F, F,"' -1- Go GI' -f GI G,' -f C;:] = 2P$, 
h i6 4-2(G0F; +GI F,'--F~G,'-P, G i  + F,') = G," 
A i 0 XI - 2'7 (Po x: -t E; x i )  = 4 41 + XI" 
A dl + 20 [ (40 31' + 41 F,,') - (Po 4,' + F140') I = A" 
- 2 i h Fl + 4 (Po F,' + F, F,,') = - pll - 2 F: -I- BXI 
where u = v/K is the Prandtl number, B = pa (T* - To\/ B 1/a is the. Rossby number which is 
small and h = w/R is the reduced frequency. 
S O L U T I O N  O F  T H E  E Q U A T I O N S  . 
The equations (17) to (22) give the steady flow created by the non-uniform axis-symmetric and steady 
temperature distribution of the disk. These equations have been integrated by Krhmln-Pohlhausen method 
for a fluid of Prandtl number unity and discussed in detail by Srivastava and Bhattacharjeel. The in- 
teraction of the steady and the fluctuating flows is governed by the equations (23) to (28). Using the solu- - 
tions of (17) to (22) (see reference 1) we have determined the fluctuating part of the flow for small value8 of 
the reduced frequency A. We expand the functions Fl, &, I(, and 4, in powers of (ih). 
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Substituting the series (29) in the equations (23) to (28) and equating real and imaginary parts on both sides 
of the equation, we get the following sets of differential equations 
f? + 2 (Puf,"' + f o  F:' f Go 9,' 4- go G,' 4- go') = 52 Pho (30) 
2 (Go f,' + go F,' - Fo go' - fo  Go' + fo') = 90" (31) 
20 (Po 90' + f o  x,') -1- 4k0 + q/ = 0 (32) 
20 ($of,' + ho F; - Po 4,' - fo $0') = ko" (33) 
and 
Where we have neglected squares and higher powers of A. The boundary conditions (16) can now be written 
as 
f o ~ f o ) = f l = f i ) = g O = g l = q o = q l = h l = O , ~ o = l a t ~ = O  
j;' = f l P  = g O = g l  = qo = q1 = ho = hl = Oas k+co 
The equations (30) to (33) give the quasi-steady solution fo , (lo , go , ho, while equations (34) to (37) 
give the fixst approximation in A to the fluctuating components fl , gl , ql and kl. These equations 
can be integrated by any numerical method. We have integrated them by KQrmAn-Pohlhausen 
for a fluid of Prandtl number unity in which case the thickness of She velocity and temperature 
boundary layers become equal, say 8 = il (v/r(a)9 . Let q stands for the variable q = [/D andsuppose 
M (6) = M (qD)  = ( q ) .  We assume the following polynomials forfj' , ,gj , qj and hj , j = 0, 1. 
a7 
uf;cn= # = (41 + B o d )  (1 -7)' (39) 
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The values of the constants 440, B,, Go, Eo, A2, 4, A,, Bl, GI, El, A@ and B, are given in Tabla 1 for 
/3 = 0.1,0.2, 0.3. - - 
D I S C U S S I O N  
The variations of jd and fll agains! ( = z (Salv;) have been shown in Pig. 1 for j3 = 0.2, 0.3. The 
variations of - go and - g, against ( have been shown in Fig. 2 for /3 = 0.2, 0.3. The solid lines 
indicate variations of fi and - go whoreas the broken lines indicate variations of f,' aod -9,. The order 
of magnitudes indicate that h (= w/Sa) should be sufficiently mal l  and should be of the order of 8 ,  so that 
the series (29) converge. The heat transfer per unit area from the fluid to the plate is given by 
f 
Fig. 2 - Variations of - G ~  and -g, against 6. 
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The oscillatory part of the nondimensional rate of heat transfer from the fluid to the portion of the disk 
having radius T = R (v/S))* is given by - 
where 
It is awn from (48) that for R < R, where R: =- (Ag + S BO)/4 E,,, qmc has a phase lag and if R exceeds 
R,, this phaso lag jumps to a phase lead, i.e., for R > R, heat is transferred from the disk to the fluid 
which will lead to the thermal instability. This shows thi t  the solution holds good in the region R < R,. 
The values of R, are given by R1=13.134, 12.951, 12.758, for j? = 0.1,0.2,0-3 respectively. In all the 
calculations we have taken S=1000. Taking A = 0.1, the values of 0 for R=6,8,10,12 and j?=0.1, 0.2,0.3 
have been given in a bivariate Table 2. It is seen that @ increase?. with the increase of R and decreases with 
the increase of p .  Taking = 0- 1 and A=O. 1, the values of Ma against R have been plotted in Pig. 3 for 
various values of j?. It is seen that MRincreases with the increases of R as well as with the increase of j?. 
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Fi:. 3-Variations of the amplitude of oscillations of t b  haat 
ttanafer againat dimensionlesm radius R = r (Q/v) ' /%,  
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